Installing your Camdapter SlingStrap
TM

STEP
1

Shown at right are all the
components necessary to
outfit you camera with the
Camdapter SlingStrap.

If a shorter strap is desired,
trim this end. Seal loose
threads with a flame.

Adjusting Sliplock
Shoulder Strap
with Stay-put
Shoulder pad

* A Thin D-Loop is provided
for cameras that use smaller
built-in strap loops.
Strap length
adjusting
Tri-glide

D-Loop(s)
Camera Adapter
Thin D-Loop*

STEP
2

Figure 1.
Attach the D-loop to the camera’s
built-in left-hand strap loop (See
Figure 2-A) work from the bottom up.
Once the D-loop strap is through the
camera’s loop, run the D-loop back
through itself and pull it tight to secure
it. (See figure 2-B)
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Some camera utilize smaller strap
loops - use the thin D-Loop as
illustrated in Step 1.

STEP
3

Pro-strap
adapter ring
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Figure 2.
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Now attach the Camera adapter to the
camera’s threaded tripod mount. The
D-Loop should be facing the cameras
right side (opposite the D-loop
previously mounted on the camera
body) ( see figure 3-A). If you already
have a Camdapter ProStrap mounted
to your camera (as shown on Figure
3-B) please see step 5 for SlingStrap
retrofitting instructions.
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Figure 3.

STEP
4

Position the shoulder strap so the
Shoulder pad is facing inward, toward
the camera and the strap length
Adjusting Tri-glide is toward the
bottom D-loop (See Figure 4-A). Be
sure to slide the elastic MASH Clip
covers over the MASH Clips (see
Figure 4-B).
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Figure 4.
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Installing your Camdapter SlingStrap
TM

STEP
5

FOR EXISTING PROSTRAP RETROFIT ONLY
Loosen and remove the webbing from the
top of the ProStrap. Pull the webbing out of
the handstrap from the bottom and remove
the webbing from the Camera adapter.
Now slide webbing through the provided
O-ring, back through the camdapter and
back through the O-ring again. (see Figure
5-A) Now, using a drinking straw, re-thread
the webbing back through the hand-strap
and re-adjust to fit as before. Proceed to
step 4 on the previous page. For further
instructions on installing a Camdapter
ProStrap refer to the www.camdapter.com
ProStrap product page to download the
instruction sheet.

STEP
6

Shown here is the suggested body
position for the Slingstrap. Individual
owners will find the appropriate
position according their personal
preference. Start with the camera
back parallel to the belt line on your
hips and experiment from there.
The Camdapter SlingStrap is
designed to be long enough to fit the
largest users. Some users may find
the need to shorten the webbing in
order to obtain a proper fit. Excess
webbing can be trimmed off with
sharp scissors or a knife. Try to leave
about 2 1/2 inches of webbing beyond
the sliplock (see 1A). To prevent
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the fibers from unraveling, fuse them
together by briefly heating them with a
lighter or match flame. Be sure to leave
enough extra webbing on the adjustment
side in case you ever want to use your
SlingStrap over a heavy coat.

Visit www.camdapter.com for more information on these and other great Camdapter products!

Camdapter CamStrap

Camdapter L-Plate
Adapter for an Arca or
Manfrotto tripod system
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